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Special homogeneous almost complex

structures on symplectic manifolds
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Homogeneous compatible almost complex structures on symplectic
manifolds are studied, focusing on those which are special, mean-
ing that their Chern-Ricci form is a multiple of the symplectic
form. Non Chern-Ricci flat ones are proven to be covered by co-
adjoint orbits. Conversely, compact isotropy co-adjoint orbits of
semi-simple Lie groups are shown to admit special compatible al-
most complex structures whenever they satisfy a necessary topo-
logical condition. Some classes of examples including twistor spaces
of hyperbolic manifolds and discrete quotients of Griffiths period
domains of weight two are discussed.
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1. Introduction

The aim of the present paper is to provide some new examples of symplectic
manifolds endowed with compatible almost complex structures having spe-
cial curvature properties. More specifically, on a symplectic manifold (M,ω)
we will call special a compatible almost complex structure J whose Chern-
Ricci form ρ is a multiple of the symplectic form ω (cfr. definition 7). This
condition has been previously considered by Apostolov and Drăghici [1,
Section 7], and should be thought of as a natural extension of the Kähler-
Einstein condition to non-integrable compatible almost complex structures.
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1252 Alberto Della Vedova

As in the integrable case, the existence of a special J forces the first Chern
class c1 of (M,ω) to be a multiple of [ω]. Since ρ represents 4πc1, the ex-
istence of a special J satisfying ρ = λω makes (M,ω) a symplectic Fano,
symplectic Calabi-Yau or symplectic general type depending on λ is pos-
itive, zero or negative respectively. On the other hand, it is a remarkable
fact that on closed symplectic Calabi-Yau or symplectic Fano manifolds the
Riemannian metric associated to a special J is Einstein if and only if J is
integrable (cfr. Proposition 8).

Similarly to the Kähler-Einstein case, the existence of a special com-
patible almost complex structure may put some topological constraints on
the symplectic manifold [27]. On the other hand, the existence problem for
special compatible almost complex structures may be included in a moment
map picture similar to the one discussed by Donaldson for Kähler-Einstein
metrics [10]. We leave these considerations for future work, instead here we
focus on discussion of examples.

The first large class is constituted by all closed symplectic manifolds
(M,ω) satisfying the necessary condition c1 = λ[ω] and admitting an in-
tegrable, and K-stable if λ > 0, compatible almost complex structure J0.
Standing on fundamental works of Aubin, Yau, Chen-Donaldson-Sun and
Tian on the existence of Kähler-Einstein metrics on closed complex mani-
folds [2, 7, 23, 28], it is easy to see that this is the class of closed Kähler-
Einstein manifolds (cfr. Proposition 9 and discussion thereafter). Starting
with the integrable special J which exists on any symplectic manifold of
this class, one can try and perturb J to a non-integrable special compatible
almost complex structure, as done by Lejmi for locally toric Kähler-Einstein
surfaces [15, Corollary 4.3]. On the other hand, no general existence results
are avilable for special compatible complex structures on symplectic mani-
folds which are not of Kähler type, meaning that they admit no integrable
compatible almost complex structures. This lead us to focus primarily on
this class.

Our source of special compatible almost complex structures over non-
Kähler type symplectic manifolds will be symplectic manifolds endowed by
homogeneous compatible almost complex structures. More specifically, we
consider a symplectic manifold (M,ω) and a compatible almost complex
structure J on it and we assume there is a transitive action of a connected
Lie group G which preserves both ω and J . In these circumstances, ω and J
are completely determined by their value at a single point x ∈M . Denoted
by K the isotropy subgroup at x, clearly M turns out to be diffeomorphic to
the homogeneous space G/K. For simplicity we also assume that the action
of G is almost-effective, meaning that no non-discrete normal subgroups of
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Special homogeneous almost complex structures 1253

G act trivially on M . As a consequence, we can work as if K were com-
pact (cfr. Subsection 3.1). The upshot is that ω and J are determined by a
linear two-form σ and a linear endomorphism H on the Lie algebra g of G
satisfying suitable conditions (cfr. Subsection 3.1 and discussion after The-
orem 14). Due to G-invariance, any geometric quantity related to ω and J
is determined by its value at x. As a consequence, one may expect that this
value at x can be expressed in terms of σ and H. Indeed, we will show that
the Chern-Ricci form ρ of J satisfies (cfr. Corollary 15)

(1) ρ(X,Y )x = tr
(
adH[X,Y ]g −H ad[X,Y ]g

)
.

Similarly, the Hermitian scalar curvature of J is the real constant given by
(cfr. Corollary 16)

(2) s = tr (adHξ −H adξ) ,

where ξ ∈ g is an element depending just on σ (cfr. Proposition 17). Note
that these results reduce to well known formulae for the Ricci form and
the scalar curvature of compact homogeneous Kähler manifolds when J is
integrable [4, Proposition 8.47 and Corollary 8.49]. Finally also an explicit
formula for the squared norm of the Nijenhuis tensor of J can be deduced
(cfr. Proposition 18).

When G is compact and semi-simple, by classical results of Borel and
Weil it follows that (M,ω) is of Kähler type [20]. Therefore, in view of
getting non-Kähler symplectic manifolds, one has to consider primarily the
case when G, hence M , is non-compact. Eventually, under unimodularity
assumption of G, compact manifolds are obtained by taking the quotient
Γ\M , being Γ ⊂ G a co-compact discrete subgroup (cfr. Subsection 4.3).

The simplest situation is when G is a symplectic Lie group, i.e. a Lie
group endowed with a left-invariant symplectic structure, andK is the trivial
subgroup. As noted by Chu and by Lichnerowicz and Medina, if in additionG
is assumed to be unimodular, then it has to be solvable [9, 16]. Therefore any
compact symplectic manifold of the form Γ\G is a solvmanifold. While the
existence of a special compatible almost complex structure on a symplectic
solvmanifold may be obstructed, some restricted subclasses of symplectic
solvmanifold do admit plenty of such structures. In particular, Equation (1)
readily implies that any homogeneous compatible almost-complex structure
on a two-step nilpotent Lie group is Chern-Ricci flat, i.e. it satisfies ρ = 0.
As a consequence, by taking quotients we recover the following result which
was already known by a work of Vezzoni [25].
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Theorem 1. Any homogeneous compatible almost complex structure on a
symplectic two-step nilmanifold is Chern-Ricci flat.

Thus, in particular, any homogeneous almost complex structure on the
Kodaira-Thurston manifold [24] is Chern-Ricci flat (cfr. Subsection 4.1).

A richer class of homogeneous symplectic manifolds which drawn consid-
erable attention by many point of view is that of co-adjoint orbits endowed
with their canonical Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau symplectic structure [26]. In
our situation co-adjoint orbits serve as covering spaces of symplectic mani-
folds admitting homogeneous non Chern-Ricci flat special compatible almost
complex structures. In fact, it holds the following (cfr. Subsection 4.2)

Theorem 2. Let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold admitting a homogeneous
compatible almost complex structure satisfying ρ = λω for some λ 6= 0. Then
M is a covering space of a co-adjoint orbit and ω is the pull-back via the
covering map of the canonical symplectic form.

A partial converse of theorem above is represented by the following

Theorem 3. Let G be a connected semi-simple Lie group, and let M ⊂ g∗

be a co-adjoint orbit equipped with the canonical symplectic form ω. Assume
that the isotropy of M is compact and contains no non-discrete normal sub-
groups of G. If the first Chern class of (M,ω) satisfies 4πc1 = λ[ω] for some
λ ∈ R, then there exists a homogeneous special almost complex structure on
(M,ω).

The proof of this result is completely constructive. As an application,
taking G = SO(2n, 1) we exhibit special compatible almost complex struc-
tures on the twistor space of the hyperbolic space H2n (cfr. Subsections
4.2.1). The quotient of this twistor space by a discrete torsion-free sub-
group Γ ⊂ SO(2n, 1) is the twistor space of the hyperbolic manifold Γ\H2n,
which has shown to be symplectic by Reznikov [18]. More recently, Fine and
Panov showed that it is symplectic general type, symplectic Calabi-Yau, or
symplectic Fano if n = 1, n = 2 or n > 2 respectively [12]. We give an in-
dependent proof of these results and we complement them by the following
(cfr. Subsection 4.3.2)

Theorem 4. The twistor space (M,ω) of a hyperbolic 2n-fold admits a
compatible almost complex structure satisfying ρ = (2n− 4)ω.
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The fact that ω coincides up to a factor with the Reznikov symplectic
form can be checked by direct calculations. On the other hand, it is straight-
forward to recover the Fine and Panov result by taking cohomology classes
of ρ and [ω]. All compact examples above turn out be of non-Kähler type
precisely when n > 1. Therefore none of them is both non-Kähler type and
symplectic general type. In order to get such kind of manifolds, one can ap-
ply the construction behind the Theorem 3 to some coadjoint orbits of the
group G = SO(2p, q). The resulting manifolds are Griffiths period domains
of weight two (cfr. Subsection 4.2.2).

Theorem 5. A Griffiths period domain of weight two SO(2p, q)/U(p)×
SO(q) admits a symplectic form ω and a compatible almost complex structure
satisfying ρ = (2p− 2q − 2)ω.

In this situation, the symplectic form and the special almost complex
structure descend to the quotient by any discrete torsion-free subgroup
Γ ⊂ G and give rise to a symplectic general type, symplectic Calabi-Yau,
or symplectic Fano manifold depending on the sign of p− q − 1. Compact
quotients exist [5], and they are of non-Kähler type whenever p > 1 and
q 6= 2 (cfr. Subsection 4.3.2).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to recall some
well known facts about compatible almost complex structures on symplectic
manifolds and to introduce special compatible almost complex structures. In
Section 3 is developed some theory of homogeneous almost complex struc-
tures on symplectic manifold. Finally, in Section 4 this theory is applied to
some symplectic Lie group and co-adjoint orbits, and (compact) quotients
of these manifolds are discussed.

2. Special compatible almost complex structures

In order to fix notation, here we recall some well known basic facts about
symplectic manifolds and compatible almost complex structures on them.
At the end of this section we will define compatible almost complex struc-
tures having special curvature properties. These structures will constitute
our main topic.

Let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold of dimension 2n endowed with a
compatible almost complex structure J . By definition, M is a differentiable
2n-fold equipped with a closed two-form ω such that ωn is nowhere vanishing
on M . Moreover, J is a smooth section of the vector bundle End(TM) such
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that −J2 is the identity endmorphism of TM , and for any pair of non-zero
vectors X,Y which are tangent at the same point of M it holds

(3) ω(JX, JY ) = ω(X,Y ), ω(X, JX) > 0.

To any such J , is then associated a Riemannian metric g defined by

g(X,Y ) = ω(X, JY ).

Sometimes, the compatible almost complex structure J may come from a
holomorphic atlas on M . A celebrated theorem of Newlander and Nirenberg
[17] states that the only obstruction for that is constituted by the Nijenhuis
tensor N of J , which is a TM -valued two-form on M defined by

(4) 4N(X,Y ) = [JX, JY ]− J [JX, Y ]− J [X, JY ]− [X,Y ].

If N is identically zero, then J is said to be integrable. Therefore, when
J is integrable we are in the familiar situation of Kähler manifolds. Under
these circumstances, (M,J) is a complex manifold by Newlander-Nirenberg
theorem, and g turns out to be a Kähler metric on it with Kähler form ω.
In this paper we are primarily interested in the non-integrable case, when
the metric g is said to be almost-Kähler.

To any compatible almost-complex structure J as above, beside the Levi-
Civita connection D of the metric g, is associated the Chern connection ∇,
that is the unique metric connection on (M, g) whose torsion is equal to the
Nijenhuis tensor N . Clearly ∇ coincides with D if and only if J is integrable.
In general, D and ∇ are related by the identity

(5) ∇X = DX −
1

2
J(DXJ),

as can be easily checked by the Koszul formula. The Chern connection is
invariant under the action of symplectic biholomorphisms, that is diffeo-
morphisms of M that preserve both ω and J . As a consequence one has the
following result, which we highlight here for future reference.

Lemma 6. If X is a symplectic and holomorphic vector field on M then

(6) [X,∇Y Z] = ∇[X,Y ]Z +∇Y [X,Z]

holds for all vector fields Y,Z on M .
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Proof. Since X is symplectic, by definition one has LXω = 0. Hence, for all
vector field W on M one has

(7) ω([X,∇Y Z],W ) = X (ω(∇Y Z,W ))− ω(∇Y Z, [X,W ]).

Therefore a straightforward calculation involving Koszul formula yields

X (ω(∇Y Z,W )) = ω(∇Y Z, [X,W ]) + ω(∇[X,Y ]Z,W )(8)

+ ω(∇Y [X,Z],W ) + ω ([X,N(W,Z)], Y )

− ω (N(W, [X,Z]), Y )− ω (N([X,W ], Z), Y ) .

Since X is holomorphic, LXJ = 0, hence LXN = 0. As a consequence the
second line vanishes. Therefore the thesis follows by the arbitrariness of W
after substituting in (7). �

A consequence of (5) above is that both J and ω are parallel with respect
to ∇. In particular, ∇ is a complex-linear connection on the complex vector
bundle (TM, J). Thus Chern-Weil theory apply, and the Chern classes of
(TM, J) can be expressed in terms of the curvature R ∈ Ω2(End(TM)) of
∇, which is defined by

(9) R(X,Y ) = ∇X∇Y −∇Y∇X −∇[X,Y ].

As it is well known, the space of all compatible almost complex structures
on (M,ω) is contractible, for it can be realized as a space of sections of a
fiber bundle over M with contractible fiber. As a consequence, the Chern
classes ck ∈ H2k

dR(M) of (TM, J) in fact do not depend on the compatible
almost-complex structure J chosen. For this reason ck is called the k-th
Chern class of (M,ω). In this paper we will deal just with the first Chern
class c1 ∈ H2

dR(M).
The cohomology class 4πc1 can be represented by the Chern-Ricci form

of J , that is the two form ρ on M defined by

ρ(X,Y ) = tr(JR(X,Y )),

where tr denotes the real trace. When J is integrable, ρ is nothing but (twice)
the Ricci form of the Kähler metric g.
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Attached to J there is also a smooth function s on M called the Hermi-
tian scalar curvature of J , which is defined by the identity

(10) sω = nρ ∧ ωn−1.

In case M is closed, i.e. compact with no boundary, it follows readily inte-
grating over M that the average of s depends just on the cohomology classes
[ω], c1 ∈ H2

dR(M).
As one may expect, by (5) one can express R, ρ and s in terms of more

familiar Riemannian quantities related to the metric g and DJ or N . The
upshot for the Hermitian scalar curvature is the identity

(11) s = scal +2|N |2,

where scal denotes the scalar curvature of the Riemannian metric g, and |N |
is the norm of the tensor N with respect to g.

Our main interest here is in compatible almost-complex structures J
having a special curvature property which we now introduce. This kind of
curvature properties was previously considered by Apostolov and Dragichi
[1, Section 7].

Definition 7. A compatible almost complex structure J on (M,ω) is called
special if there exists λ ∈ R such that the Chern-Ricci form of J satisfies

(12) ρ = λω.

A number of comments to this definition are in order. It is clear that
the existence of a special compatible almost complex structure poses a co-
homological constraint on (M,ω). Indeed, if such a structure exists, then by
discussion above c1, [ω] ∈ H2

dR(M) must satisfy

(13) 4πc1 = λ[ω].

In particular, special compatible almost complex structures with λ = 0 or
λ > 0 may exist just on so-called symplectic Calabi-Yau or symplectic Fano
manifolds respectively.

If J is special, then it has constant Hermitian scalar curvature equal to
nλ. Nonetheless, it follows by (11) that the scalar curvature of the associated
Riemannian metric g is non-constant unless |N | is constant as well.

If J is special and integrable, then g is Kähler-Einstein. Therefore Equa-
tion (12) generalizes the Kähler-Einstein equation. However it should be
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noted that the Riemannian metric g associated with a special compatible
almost complex structure is not Einstein in general. For example, this hap-
pens whenever the norm of the Nijenhuis tensor |N | is non-constant, as can
be readily checked by (11). Furthermore, under the additional assumption
that the symplectic manifold is closed, one may expect that g is Einstein if
and only if J is integrable. This might be true even dropping the assump-
tion that J is special. Such more general expectation goes under the name
of Goldberg conjecture, which states that, on a closed symplectic manifolds,
a compatible almost complex structure J having Einstein associated Rie-
mannian metric g is integrable [13]. While the general case is open at the
present time, this conjecture has been proved by Sekigawa assuming the
scalar curvature of g non-negative [19]. Later, the assumption on the scalar
curvature has been relaxed a bit by Drăghici, who proved the conjecture
assuming the inequality c1 ∪ [ω]n−1 ≥ 0 instead of the non-negativeness of
the scalar curvature [11, Theorem 1]. As a consequence one has the following
integrability criterion for special almost complex structures on symplectic
Calabi-Yau and symplectic Fano manifolds

Proposition 8. Let J be a compatible almost complex structure on a closed
symplectic manifold satisfying ρ = λω for some λ ≥ 0. If the associated Rie-
mannian metric is Einstein, then J is integrable.

On the other hand, at least when λ ≤ 0, any closed symplectic manifold
admitting an integrable compatible almost complex structure has also a
special one, in fact integrable and hence Kähler-Einstein. More precisely we
have the following

Proposition 9. Let (M,ω) be a closed symplectic manifold such that 4πc1=
λ[ω] for some real λ ≤ 0, and assume there exists an integrable compatible
almost complex structure J0. Then there exists a compatible integrable almost
complex structure J on (M,ω) such that ρ = λω.

Proof. Fix the complex structure J0 on M . By Aubin’s and Yau’s results on
Kähler-Einstien metrics of non-positive scalar curvature [2, 28], one can find
a smooth path of cohomologous symplectic forms ωt defined for t ∈ [0, 1] such
that ω0 = ω, and ω1 satisfies ρ1 = λω1. By Moser’s stability theorem, there
exists a path of diffeomorphisms φt of M such that φ0 = id, and φ∗tωt = ω
for all t ∈ [0, 1]. As a consequence, J = dφ−11 J0dφ1 is an integrable complex
structure as in the statement. �
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After the celebrated work of Chen, Donaldson and Sun [7] and Tian [23],
we know that a Fano manifold admits a Kähler-Einstein metric if and only
if it is K-polystable. Therefore, proposition above can be extended to the
case λ > 0 if in addition J0 is assumed to be K-polystable.

In view of this discussion, we are primarily interested in symplectic man-
ifolds admitting no integrable compatible almost-complex structures at all,
where the existence of special compatible almost complex structures is not
known in general.

3. Homogeneous symplectic manifolds

The general theory of homogeneous symplectic manifold has been developed
by Chu [9]. See also the work of Sternberg on this topic [22]. Here we consider
a homogeneous symplectic manifold endowed with an additional structure,
namely a homogeneous compatible almost complex structure. The aim of
this section is showing how the Chern connection and several quantities
related to it can be expressed in terms of algebraic structures on the relevant
Lie algebra.

3.1. General setup

Let (M,ω) be a connected symplectic manifold endowed with a compatible
almost complex structure J , and let g be the associated Riemannian metric.
Assume that ω and J are homogeneous, that is, there is a closed Lie group G
that acts transitively on M by holomorphic and symplectic diffeomorphisms.
This means that for all φ ∈ G it holds

(14) φ∗ω = ω, Jdφ = dφJ.

From this it follows directly that any φ ∈ G is also an isometry of g. There-
fore (M, g) turns out to be a G-homogeneous Riemannian manifold.

A good situation to have in mind is when G is a closed subgroup of
Diff(M) constituted by holomorphic and symplectic diffeomorphisms. In
this case, the action is effective. This means that the identity is the only
element of G that acts as the identity on M . Unfortunately, not all the
applications we are interested in fall directly within this case. Therefore, in
order to match ease of exposition and flexibility for applications, we make
the additional assumption that

the action of G on M is almost effective,
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meaning that there are no non-discrete normal subgroups of G that act
trivially on M . Under this assumption the isotropy subgroups need not to
be compact, but we can always suppose they are. To see this, fix once for all
a point x ∈M , and let K ⊂ G be the isotropy subgroup at x, that is the set
of all φ ∈ G such that φ(x) = x. Now consider the maximal normal subgroup
N of G contained in K, and note that N acts trivially on M . Thus G′ = G/N
acts effectively on M with isotropy at x given by K ′ = K/N . Therefore M
is diffeomorphic to both the coset spaces G/K and G′/K ′. The advantage
of introducing K ′ is that it is compact whilst K in general is not. In fact,
since G′ acts by isometries on M , the isotropy representation of K ′ at x is
an isomorphism with a closed subgroup of the orthogonal group of TxM .
Moreover, the kernel of the isotropy action of K at x is precisely N . On the
other hand, our assumption that G acts almost effectively on M guarantees
that N is discrete, whence the Lie algebras of G and K coincide with those of
G′ and K ′. Since, as we will show, the almost-Kähler geometry of (M,ω, J)
is completely described in terms of the Lie algebras of G and K, and their
adjoint actions, the upshot is that we can work with G and K as in case the
action of G were effective and K were compact.

Let now g be the Lie algebra of G. Given X ∈ g, consider the one-
parameter group of diffeomorphisms of M defined by

(15) φt(z) = etXz.

We denote by X the infinitesimal generator of φt as well. Hence, our assump-
tions on G imply that X is a symplectic (LXω = 0), holomorphic (LXJ = 0)
and Killing (LXg = 0) vector field on M . This identifies g with a Lie sub-
algebra of vector fields on M , and one can check that this identification is
an anti-homomorphism, that is the Lie bracket in g and the Lie bracket of
vector fields are related by

(16) [X,Y ]g = −[X,Y ].

Now consider the Lie subalgebra k of K inside g. Under the identifi-
cation above, k is constituted by vector fields X which are symplectic and
holomorphic and vanish at x. Consider the adjoint action of K on g. Since
K is compact one can find a K-invariant subspace m ⊂ g such that

(17) g = k⊕m.

Fix once for all such an m. Evaluating at x any vector field X ∈ g gives an
isomorphism between m and TxM that intertwines the isotropy action of K
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at x with the adjoint action of K on m. Thanks to this ismomorphism one
can endow m with a symplectic form σ and a complex structure H by letting

(18) σ(X,Y ) = ωx(X,Y ), HX = JxX.

Also a scalar product on m is defined by letting 〈X,Y 〉 = gx(X,Y ), and it
satisfies 〈X,Y 〉 = σ(X,HY ) thanks to compatibility of J with ω. Since ω
and J are G-invariant and x is fixed by K, the symplectic form σ and the
complex structure H are invariant with respect to the adjoint action of K
on m. As a consequence, the resulting scalar product on m is K-invariant as
well. Moreover, the closedness of ω implies that

(19) σ([X,Y ]m, Z) + σ([Y,Z]m, X) + σ([Z,X]m, Y ) = 0

for all X,Y, Z ∈ m. Here [X,Y ]m denotes the projection to m of the Lie alge-
bra bracket [X,Y ]g. This follows by substituting the G-invariance condition

(20) Xω(Y,Z) = ω([X,Y ], Z) + ω(Y, [X,Z]).

into the closedness condition

Xω(Y,Z)− Y ω(X,Z) + Zω(X,Y )(21)

− ω([X,Y ], Z)− ω(Y, [X,Z]) + ω(X, [Y,Z]) = 0,

and evaluating at the point x.

3.2. Chern-Ricci form

The G-invariance of the Riemannian metric g implies the G-invariance of
the Riemann curvature. In the same way, the G-invariance of ω and J imply
the G-invariance of the Nijenhuis tensor N and the Chern curvature R of J .
As a consequence both of them can be expressed in terms of the symplectic
form σ, the complex structure H on m, and the Lie algebra structure of g.
Here and in the next sub-section we will show how N , the Chern-Ricci form
ρ, and the Hermitian scalar curvature are related to σ and H.

We start with the following lemma, which is well known [4, Poposi-
tion 7.28], and we include here a proof for convenience of the reader.
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Lemma 10. Let X,Y, Z be symplectic holomorphic vector fields in m. Then
at the point x the Levi-Civita connection D of g satisfies

(22) (DXY )x = −1

2
[X,Y ]m + U(X,Y ),

where U is the symmetric and bilinear binary operation on m defined by

(23) 〈U(X,Y ), Z〉 =
1

2
〈[Z,X]m, Y 〉+

1

2
〈X, [Z, Y ]m〉.

Proof. Since X,Y, Z are symplectic and holomorphic, they are Killing as
well. Therefore

(24) g([X,Z], X) = g(DXZ,X)− g(DZX,X) = g(DXX,Z),

whence

(25) g(DXY,Z) + g(DYX,Z) = g([X,Z], Y ) + g([Y,Z], X),

and

(26) 2g(DXY,Z) = g([X,Y ], Z) + g([X,Z], Y ) + g([Y, Z], X).

At x one the has

(27) 〈(DXY )x, Z〉 = −1

2
〈[X,Y ]m, Z〉 −

1

2
〈[X,Z]m, Y 〉 −

1

2
〈[Y, Z]m, X〉,

whence the thesis follows. �

Thanks to lemma above, we can express the covariant derivative of J with
respect to the Levi-Civita connection D in terms of H and the bilinear
form U .

Corollary 11. Let X,Y be symplectic holomorphic vector fields in m. Then
at the point x one has

(28) (DXJ)xY =
1

2
[X,HY ]m −

1

2
H[X,Y ]m + U(X,HY )−HU(X,Y ).
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Proof. For any vector field Z ∈ m one has

(29) g ((DXJ)Y,Z) = g (DX(JY ), Z)− g (JDXY,Z) .

Since X is holomorphic, and D is torsion free, the above equation reduces
to

(30) g ((DXJ)Y,Z) = g (DJYX,Z)− g (JDYX,Z) ,

whence the thesis follows readily by lemma 10. �

As a consequence of corollary above, one gets an expression of the Nijenhuis
torsion N at x in terms of H.

Lemma 12. Let X,Y be symplectic holomorphic vector fields in m. Then
at the point x one has

(31) N(X,Y )x = NH(X,Y ),

where 4NH(X,Y ) = [HX,HY ]m −H[HX,Y ]m −H[X,HY ]m − [X,Y ]m de-
fines the Nijenhuis tensor of H.

Proof. Since the Levi-Civita connectionD is torsion free, one has the identity

(32) 2N(X,Y ) = J(DY J)X − J(DXJ)Y.

Therefore, thanks to Corollary 11, evaluating 2g (N(X,Y ), JZ) at x yields

2〈N(X,Y )x, HZ〉 = 2〈NH(X,Y ), HZ〉+
1

2
σ ([X,Y ]m, Z)(33)

+
1

2
σ ([Y, Z]m, X) +

1

2
σ ([Z,X]m, Y )

+
1

2
σ ([HX,HY ]m, Z) +

1

2
σ ([HY,Z]m, HX)

+
1

2
σ ([Z,HX]m, HY ) .

By identity (19) the second and third line of equation above vanish. Hence
the thesis follows by arbitrariness of Z. �

As we did for the Levi-Civita connection above, we can express the covariant
derivative at x of vector fields in m with respect to the Chern connection in
term of the Lie algebra structure of g.
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Lemma 13. Let X,Y, Z be symplectic holomorphic vector fields in m. Then
at the point x the Chern connection ∇ of J satisfies

(34) (∇XY )x = −1

2
[X,Y ]m + V (X,Y ),

where V : m×m→ m is the bilinear binary operation on m defined by

(35) 〈V (X,Y ), Z〉 = 〈U(X,Y ), Z〉 − 〈X,NH(Y,Z)〉.

Proof. By Lemma 10, evaluating at x the identity∇XY =DXY − 1
2J(DXJ)Y

yields

(36) (∇XY )x = −1

2
[X,Y ]m + U(X,Y )− 1

2
H(DXJ)xY.

Therefore we are reduced to prove the identity

(37) σ((DXJ)xY,Z) = 〈X, 2NH(Y, Z)〉.

In order to do this, by Corollary (11) and the definition of U we compute

σ((DXJ)xY, Z) =
1

2
σ([X,HY ]m, Z)− 1

2
σ(H[X,Y ]m, Z)(38)

+
1

2
σ([HZ,X]m, Y )− 1

2
σ(X,H[HZ,HY ]m)

+
1

2
σ([Z,X]m, HY ) +

1

2
σ(X,H[Z, Y ]m),

whence (37) follows by identity (19) and definition of NH . �

Now we are in position to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 14. Let X,Y be symplectic and holomorphic vector fields in m.
At the point x the Chern-Ricci form of J is given by

(39) ρ(X,Y )x =

2n∑
i=1

〈[H[X,Y ]m, ei]m, ei〉 − 〈H[[X,Y ]g, ei]m, ei〉,

where e1, . . . , e2n is any orthonormal basis of m.
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Proof. Denoted as above by R the curvature of the Chern connection ∇, the
Chern-Ricci form of J is given by

(40) ρ(X,Y ) = tr (JR(X,Y )) .

Since the formula in the statement does not depend on the particular or-
thonormal basis e1, . . . , e2n ∈ m chosen, we can furthermore assume with no
loss that ei+n = Hei for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Therefore the smooth function

(41) f =

n∑
i=1

2ω(R(X,Y )ei, ei).

satisfies ρ(X,Y )x = f(x). By definition of Chern curvature, since ω is par-
allel with respect to the Chern connection, one can write

f = 2

n∑
i=1

X (ω(∇Y ei, ei))− Y (ω(∇Xei, ei))

+ 2ω(∇Xei,∇Y ei)− ω(∇[X,Y ]ei, ei),

whence, thanks to the fact that X,Y are symplectic, it follows

f = 2

n∑
i=1

ω([X,∇Y ei], ei) + ω(∇Y ei, [X, ei])− ω([Y,∇Xei], ei)

− ω(∇Xei, [Y, ei]) + 2ω(∇Xei,∇Y ei)− ω(∇[X,Y ]ei, ei).

By lemma 6 then the equation above reduces to

f =

n∑
i=1

4ω(∇Xei − [X, ei],∇Y ei − [Y, ei])(42)

+ 2ω(∇[X,Y ]ei − [[X,Y ], ei], ei).

Therefore by lemma 13, evaluating at x yields

(43) ρ(X,Y )x =

n∑
i=1

σ([X, ei]m + 2V (X, ei), [Y, ei]m + 2V (Y, ei))

− σ([[X,Y ]m, ei]m + 2V ([X,Y ]m, ei), ei)− 2σ ([[X,Y ]k, ei]m, ei) .
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In order to simplify further the identity above, note that

ρ(X,Y )x =

n∑
i=1

σ(W (X, ei),W (Y, ei))(44)

− σ(W ([X,Y ]m, ei), ei)− 2σ ([[X,Y ]k, ei]m, ei) .

where W : m×m→ m is a bilinear map defined by

(45) W (X,Y ) = [X,Y ]m + 2V (X,Y ).

By definition of V it follows that

(46) W (X,Y ) = [X,Y ]m + 2U(X,Y )−
2n∑
j=1

2〈X,NH(Y, ej)〉ej .

On the other hand, substituting the identity (19) into the definition of U
yields

(47) 2U(X,Y ) = H[HX,Y ]m −
2n∑
j=1

〈[X, ej ]m +H[HX, ej ]m, Y 〉ej ,

whence

W (X,Y ) = [X,Y ]m +H[HX,Y ]m −
2n∑
j=1

2〈X,NH(Y, ej)〉ej(48)

+ 〈[X, ej ]m +H[HX, ej ]m, Y 〉ej .

Thanks to the following identity, which is a direct consequence of closedness
of σ and definition of NH ,

(49) 〈X,NH(Y, ej)〉+ 〈Y,NH(ej , X)〉+ 〈ej , NH(X,Y )〉 = 0

one finally has

W (X,Y ) = 2NH(X,Y ) + [X,Y ]m +H[HX,Y ]m(50)

−
2n∑
j=1

〈2NH(X, ej) + [X, ej ]m +H[HX, ej ]m, Y 〉ej .
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Therefore, letting fX(Y ) = 2NH(X,Y ) + [X,Y ]m +H[HX,Y ]m defines an
endomorphism fX of m such that

(51) W (X,Y ) = fX(Y )− f∗X(Y ),

where f∗X denotes the adjoint endomorphism. By definition of NH it is easy
to check that fX and f∗X commute with H, whence it follows the identity

(52) σ(fX(Y ), Z) = σ(Y, f∗X(Z)).

As a consequence, (44) reduces to

ρ(X,Y )x =

n∑
i=1

σ ([fX , fY − f∗Y ](ei), ei)(53)

− 2σ(f[X,Y ]m(ei), ei)− 2σ ([[X,Y ]k, ei]m, ei) .

By commuting relations noticed above, one has

(54)

n∑
i=1

σ ([fX , fY − f∗Y ](ei), ei) =
1

2
tr ([HfX , fY − f∗Y ]) = 0,

whence

(55) ρ(X,Y )x = −
2n∑
i=1

σ(f[X,Y ]m(ei), ei) + σ ([[X,Y ]k, ei]m, ei) .

The thesis then follows by definition of f[X,Y ]m and by identity (49). �

The above formula for the Chern-Ricci form simplifies notationally a bit
after extending H to the whole g by defining Hk = {0}, and considering the
adjoint action of g on itself denoted by adX(Y ) = [X,Y ]g. As a consequence
one readily has the following

Corollary 15. Let X,Y be symplectic and holomorphic vector fields in m.
The Chern-Ricci form of J at x satisfies

(56) ρ(X,Y )x = tr
(
adH[X,Y ]g −H ad[X,Y ]g

)
.
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This result suggests to define a linear one-form ζ ∈ g∗ by letting

(57) ζ(X) = tr (adHX −H adX) .

By straightforward calculation involving K-invariance of H and basic facts
about adjoint representations, one can check that ζ is K-invariant. As a con-
sequence, the restriction of ζ to k is completely determined by the restriction
of ζ to the center of k. This follows from the fact that, by compactness, k de-
composes as the sum of its center z and a semi-simple subalgebra s. Since any
element of s can be written in the form [X,Y ] with X,Y ∈ s, K-invariance
of ζ implies that s is contained in the kernel of ζ. Having introduced ζ, an
easy but important consequence of corollary above is that the Chern-Ricci
form of J is determined by ζ via the identity

(58) ρ(X,Y )x = ζ([X,Y ]m).

This formula suggests that a symplectic manifold admitting a homogeneous
special compatible almost complex structure with non-zero Hermitian scalar
curvature is, up to coverings, a co-adjoint orbit equipped with the Kirillov-
Kostant-Souriau symplectic form. We will enter into details of this in Sub-
section 4.2.

3.3. Hermitian scalar curvature

Now we pass to consider the Hermitian scalar curvature s of J . Since ω and
J are homogeneous, then s turns out to be a G-invariant function on M ,
hence constant. Moreover one has the following

Corollary 16. The Hermitian scalar curvature of J is given by

(59) s = tr (adHξ −H adξ)

where ξ =
∑n

i=1[ei, ei+n]g, and {ei} is any symplectic basis of m.

Proof. As we already noticed above, s is constant. Therefore it is enough
to evaluate it at x. Given a symplectic basis e1, . . . , e2n of m, by definition
of the Hermitian scalar curvature one then has s =

∑n
i=1 ρ(ei, ei+n)x. Hence

formula (59) readily follows by Corollary 15.
Now it remains to show that ξ does not depend on the chosen symplectic

basis. To this end let {fi} be another symplectic basis of m, and let A be the
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symplectic endomorphism of m such that fi = Aei, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}.
In the basis {ei} then A is represented by a 2n× 2n real matrix

(60)

(
a b
c d

)
where a, b, c, d are n× n matrices satisfying

abt = bat, cdt = dct, adt − bct = id .

Therefore

fi =

n∑
j=1

ajiej + cjiej+n, and fi+n =

n∑
h=1

bhi eh + dhi eh+n,

whence

n∑
i=1

[fi, fi+n] =

n∑
i,j,h=1

aji b
h
i [ej , eh] + (ajid

h
i − chi b

j
i )[ej , eh+n](61)

+ cjid
h
i [ej+n, eh+n]

=

n∑
i=1

[ei, ei+n].

�

The element ξ ∈ g defined in the statement above depends just on the
symplectic structure of m. Moreover, ξ is K-invariant. This follows from the
fact that given k ∈ K and a symplectic basis {ei} of m, {Adk(ei)} is also a
symplectic basis of m. Now consider

(62) ξ = ξk + ξm

according to decomposition g = k⊕m. Both ξk and ξm are K-invariant. In
particular, ξk belongs to the center of k. On the other hand, note that for all
X ∈ m one has adX(k) ⊂ m, whence

(63) tr(adX) =

n∑
i=1

σ([X, ei], Hei)− σ([X,Hei], ei),

being e1, . . . , en a unitary basis of m, that is one for which {ei, Hei} is a
symplectic basis. By closedness of σ equation above simplifies to

(64) tr(adX) = σ(X, ξm).
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On the other hand, if X ∈ k, then adX is skew-invariant with respect to
any K-invariant scalar product on g. Such a scalar product always exists by
compactness of K, hence tr(adX) = 0. At this point recall that G, which we
assumed to be connected, is said to be unimodular if adX is trace-free for
all X ∈ g. Therefore, we can conclude that ξm constitutes an obstruction to
unimodularity of G. We summarize the information on ξ in the following

Proposition 17. Let {ei} be a symplectic basis of m. The element

(65) ξ =

n∑
i=1

[ei, ei+n] ∈ g

does not depend on the chosen basis of m and it is K-invariant. The com-
ponent of ξ along k belongs to the center of k. The component of ξ along m
is zero if and only if G is unimodular.

By homogeneity, the squared norm of the Nijenhuis tensor is constant.
More precisely we have the following

Proposition 18. The squared norm of the Nijenhuis tensor of J is given
by

(66) |N |2 =
1

8

2n∑
i,j=1

|[ei, ej ]m|2 +
1

4

2n∑
i=1

tr(ad2
ei)−

1

2
tr(H adξ)

where {ei} is any orthonormal basis of m.

Proof. Since |N |2 is constant, it is enough to compute it at the point x, where
we know that it is equal to the squared norm of NH . Therefore formula in
the statement can be deduced by direct computation. In doing this it could
be useful assuming that {ei} is also a symplectic basis and than observing
that the final formula actually does not requires this additional assumption.

On the other hand, the statement can be deduced by a combination of
(11) together with a well known formula for scalar curvature on homogeneous
Riemannian manifold which reads [4, Corollary 7.39]:

(67) scal = −1

4

2n∑
i,j=1

|[ei, ej ]m|2 −
1

2

2n∑
i=1

tr(ad2
ei)− |Z|

2.

Here Z is the unique element of m such that tr(adX) = 〈Z,X〉 for all X ∈ m.
After noting that in our situation equation (64) yields Z = −Hξ ∈ m, one
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immediately gets

(68) scal = −1

4

2n∑
i,j=1

|[ei, ej ]m|2 −
1

2

2n∑
i=1

tr(ad2
ei) + tr(adHξ),

whence the statement follows by formula (11) and Corollary 16. �

3.4. Almost Kähler structures on coset spaces

Up to now we considered a manifold endowed with a homogeneous almost-
Kähler metric and we investigated some of its curvature properties by look-
ing at the relevant Lie algebra. Conversely, given a connected Lie group
G and an even-codimensional compact subgroup K ⊂ G, a homogeneous
almost Kähler structure on the coset space M = G/K is completely deter-
mined by a suitable linear structure on the Lie algebra g. The remainder
of this section is devoted in showing this. In order to have G acting almost
effectively on M , we also assume that K contains no non-discrete normal
subgroups of G.

Let g be the Lie algebra of G, and let k ⊂ g be the Lie algebra of K.
By our assumptions k has even codimension, say 2n, inside g. Therefore we
can consider the adjoint action of K on g and, thanks to compactness of K,
choose a K-invariant 2n-dimensional subspace m ⊂ g such that

(69) g = k⊕m.

Let σ be a K-invariant symplectic form on m. By definition, this means that
σ is a linear two-form on m such that σn is non-zero and for all X,Y, Z ∈ m
it holds

(70) σ([X,Y ]m, Z) + σ([Y,Z]m, X) + σ([Z,X]m, Y ) = 0.

Moreover, K-invariance means that

(71) σ(Adk(X),Adk(Y )) = σ(X,Y )

for all X,Y ∈ m and for all k ∈ K.
In particular, (m, σ) is a symplectic vector space endowed with a (sym-

plectic) representation of K. Let H be a K-invariant compatible almost
complex structure on m, that is an endomorphism of m commuting with
Adg for all g ∈ K, such that −H2 is the identity on m and satisfying the
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following compatibility conditions

(72) σ(HX,HY ) = σ(X,Y ), σ(X,HX) > 0,

for all non-zero X,Y ∈ m. Showing the existence of such a K-invariant com-
patible almost complex structure H is not completely trivial, whereas it can
be done by standard methods. For convenience of the reader we include here
a proof of the following

Proposition 19. The space of K-invariant almost-complex structures on
m compatible with σ is non-empty.

Proof. Let us start with any K-invariant scalar product h on m, whose
existence is guaranteed by compactness of K and standard average argu-
ment. Whereas h may be completely unrelated to the symplectic form σ,
non degeneracy of h implies there exists a unique A ∈ End(m) such that
h(AX,Y ) = σ(X,Y ). Clearly A is skew-symmetric with respect to h. More-
over, since both h and σ are K-invariant, A is K-invariant as well. Note that
−A2 is symmetric and positive definite. Hence there exists a unique symmet-
ric and positive definite B ∈ End(m) such that B2 = −A2 and J = B−1A.
In order to check that A and B commute, let mj be the eigenspace of B
with eigenvalue λj . Since mj is also an eigenspace for −A2 with eigenvalue
λ2j , for all X ∈ mj one has

(73) (−A2)AX = λ2jAX,

whence AX ∈ mj , and A,B commute as stated. Similarly one shows that B
is K-invariant, for one has

(74) B2 AdkX = −Adk A
2X = λ2j AdkX,

whence AdkX ∈ mj for all k ∈ K. Finally it is easy to check that H = B−1A
is a K-invariant almost complex structure on m compatible with σ. �

Now let M be the left-coset space G/K. Let x ∈M be the class of the
identity element of G, and consider the tangent space TxM . The linear map
from m to TxM which transforms X into d

dt

∣∣
t=0

[exp(tX)] is an isomorphism
that intertwines the adjoint action of K on m with the isotropy action of K in
TxM . Moreover, the two form σ and the endomorphism H introduced above
on g define a G-invariant symplectic form ω and a G-invariant compatible
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complex structure J on M . More specifically, denoted by lg the left action
of g ∈ G on M , they are defined by

(75) ω(u1, u2) = σ(X1, X2), Ju1 = dlg(HX1)

for all ui ∈ T[g]M , and Xi ∈ m such that dlg−1ui = Xi. Thanks to the hy-
potheses on σ and H, it follows that ω and J are well defined. In particular,
replacing g with gk for some k ∈ K gives dl(gk)−1ui = dlk−1Xi = Adk−1(Xi).
Therefore the right hand sides of (75) do not change for σ is K-invariant
and H commutes with the adjoint action of K. Finally, note that closedness
of ω follows by (70). Thus we have proved the following

Theorem 20. Let G be a connected Lie group, and let K ⊂ G be an even-
dimensional compact subgroup which contains no non-discrete normal sub-
groups of G. Let M be the coset space G/K, and denote by g and k the Lie
algebras of G and K respectively. Fix a K-invariant subspace m ⊂ g such
that g = k⊕m. Then, given a K-invariant symplectic form σ on m satisfy-
ing

(76) σ([X,Y ]m, Z) + σ([Y,Z]m, X) + σ([Z,X]m, Y ) = 0,

for all X,Y, Z ∈ m, and a K-invariant compatible complex structure H on
m, it is defined a homogeneous almost-Kähler structure on M by letting

(77) ω(u, v) = σ(dlg−1u, dlg−1v), Ju = dlgHdlg−1u

for all u, v ∈ T[g]M .

This result then provides an effective way for producing homogeneous
almost-Kähler structures on G/K just by studying suitable linear structures
on m. As we already seen with the complex structure H, sometimes is useful
to extend those structures to the whole g. Therefore, let us extend σ to a
two-form on g by letting σ(X,Y ) = 0 for all X ∈ k and Y ∈ g. Such a σ stay
K-invariant and satisfies

• σ([X,Y ]g, Z) + σ([Y, Z]g, X) + σ([Z,X]g, Y ) = 0 for all X,Y, Z ∈ g,

• σ(X,Y ) = 0 for all X ∈ k, Y ∈ g,

• the n-th wedge product σn is nonzero.

On the other hand, it is easy to see that any K-invariant two-form on g
satisfying the three conditions above restricts to a K-invariant symplectic
form σ on m satisfying (76).
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Note that the first condition means that σ is a closed two-cocycle of
the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of g and, as a consequence, it represents
a class [σ] inside the Lie algebra cohomology group H2(g). Full details of
that theory can be find in the work of Chevalley and Eilenberg [8]. Here we
recall just few elementary facts. A one-cochain of that theory is nothing but
a linear one-form θ ∈ g∗, and its differential δθ is the two-form defined by

(78) δθ(X,Y ) = −θ([X,Y ]g).

Note that by Corollary 15 the Chern-Ricci form of a homogeneous compati-
ble almost complex structure on a symplectic manifold is determined by the
exact two-form −δζ. More specifically, similarly to (75) one has

(79) ρ(u1, u2) = ζ([X1, X2]g)

for all ui ∈ T[g]M , and Xi ∈ m such that dlg−1ui = Xi. Formula above yields
a canonical representative of 4πc1 ∈ H2

dR(M) which in general is simpler
than ρ. To see this consider the decomposition ζ = ζk + ζm according to
g = k⊕m, so that equation above can be rewritten as

(80) ρ(u1, u2) = ζk([X1, X2]k) + ζm([X1, X2]m).

Now observe that by the relation between Lie brackets given in (16) it follows
that the second summand above is equal to dα(u1, u2), where α is the G-
invariant differential one-form on M defined by α(u1) = −ζm(X1). Moreover
we highlighted after Corollary 15 that ζk is determined by its restriction to
the center z of k. Hence one has the following

Proposition 21. The first Chern class of M is represented by the G-
invariant differential two-form ρ′ on M defined by

(81) ρ′(u1, u2) = ζ([X1, X2]z),

for all ui ∈ T[g]M , and Xi ∈ m such that dlg−1ui = Xi.

A straightforward consequence is the following

Corollary 22. If K has discrete center, then (M,ω) has c1 = 0.

On the other hand, assuming that (k,m) is a Cartan pair of g, forces J
to be integrable. This follows directly by lemma 12 after realizing that in
our situation (k,m) is a Cartan pair if and only if [m,m] ⊂ k. Therefore it
holds the following
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Corollary 23. If g = k⊕m with centerless k and [m,m] ⊂ k, then any ho-
mogeneous compatible almost complex structure on (M,ω) is integrable and
satisfies ρ = 0.

4. Applications

In this section we apply the theory developed in the previous section in order
to produce examples of symplectic manifolds endowed with (homogeneous)
special compatible almost complex structures.

4.1. Symplectic Lie groups

A symplectic Lie group is a connected Lie group G equipped with a left-
invariant symplectic structure ω. Hence it fits in the picture discussed in the
previous section by taking M = G and K = {e}. In particular, the symplec-
tic form ω is determined by a linear symplectic form σ on g satisfying

(82) σ([X,Y ]g, Z) + σ([Y,Z]g, X) + σ([Z,X]g, Y ) = 0,

for all X,Y, Z ∈ g. Note that by Corollary 22, any symplectic Lie group has
vanishing first Chern class.

Symplectic Lie group satisfy quite stringent algebraic conditions. Indeed,
Chu proved that a unimodular symplectic group has to be solvable, and in
case G has dimension four the same is true even dropping the unimodularity
assumption [9, Theorems 9 and 11]. This rules out two important classes of
Lie groups. In fact, mentioned results of Chu imply that semi-simple Lie
groups cannot be symplectic and any compact symplectic Lie group must
be a torus.

Any left-invariant compatible almost complex structure on (G,ω) is de-
termined by a linear complex structure on g compatible with σ. There-
fore, if 2n is the dimension of G, then fixing a reference symplectic basis
of g and a reference compatible almost complex structure has the effect
of identifying g with R2n equipped with the standard symplectic structure
ω0 and the standard complex structure J0. Consequently, the space of left-
invariant compatible almost complex structures on (G,ω) is identified with
the Siegel upper half-space Sp(2n,R)/U(n). Here we think of Sp(2n,R)
as the group of all real 2n× 2n-matrices g such that ω0(gu, gv) = ω0(u, v)
for all u, v ∈ R2n, and U(n) ⊂ Sp(2n,R) as the subgroup constituted by
all g’s that commute with J0. The Siegel half-space is a co-adjoint orbit
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for the group Sp(2n,R) and, as such, it admits a (homogeneous) sym-
plectic structure and a Hamiltonian action of Sp(2n,R) with moment map
µ : Sp(2n,R)/U(n)→ sp(2n,R)∗ given by

(83) µ(H)(T ) = − tr(HT )

for all H = gJ0g
−1 ∈ Sp(2n,R)/U(n), and T ∈ sp(2n,R). This structure

is well known, and it fits readily in general theory described in section 3
by considering on sp(2n,R) the two-form defined by tr(J0[S, T ]), and the
complex structure which transforms T to J0T .

By Corollary 15 it turns out that, in case G is unimodular, the right hand
side of formula (83) gives the Chern-Ricci form of the compatible almost
complex structure associated to H once T is replaced with ad[X,Y ] for all
X,Y ∈ g. As a consequence, if the derived sub-algebra g′ = [g, g] generated a
closed subgroup G′ of G and if G′ acted by symplectic transformations on g,
the problem of finding which compatible complex structures on g correspond
to left-invariant special compatible almost complex structures on G would
fit into a moment map picture. Unfortunately, in general it seems not to be
the case since G′ is not closed nor it acts symplectically on g.

4.1.1. The universal cover of the Kodaira-Thurston manifold. Con-
sider the four-dimensional real Lie algebra g spanned by e1, . . . , e4 with com-
muting relations [e1, e2] = e4. One can check that the simply connected Lie
group G associated with g is R4 endowed with the product defined by

(84) x · y = x+ y + x1y2e4

for all x, y ∈ G. Perhaps more commonly, G turns out to be isomorphic
to the direct product of R together with the three-dimensional Heisenberg
group, and it can be represented as the group of matrices of the form

(85)


ex3 0 0 0
0 1 x1 x4
0 0 1 x2
0 0 0 1

 .

However, we won’t need a specific representation of G. In fact, according
to theory developed in Section 3 we will equip G with a homogeneous sym-
plectic structure and a compatible special almost complex structure just by
working on g. In order to do this, consider the dual basis ϕ1, . . . , ϕ4 ∈ g∗ of
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the basis e1, . . . , e4 and let

(86) σ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ3 + ϕ2 ∧ ϕ4

and

(87) H = e3 ⊗ ϕ1 − e1 ⊗ ϕ3 + e4 ⊗ ϕ2 − e2 ⊗ ϕ4.

Therefore σ and H correspond to the standard symplectic and complex
structures on R4 once this is identified with g via the basis e1, . . . , e4. One
can readily check that σ is closed, i.e. it satisfies (82). Moreover, note that
the basis e1, . . . , e4 turns out to be both symplectic and orthonormal with
respect to the scalar product induced by σ and H, and it satisfies He1 = e3,
He2 = e4. As a consequence, one calculates ξ = [e1, e3] + [e2, e4] = 0 whence,
in particular by Proposition 17, G turns out to be unimodular.

As above, let ω and J be the left-invariant symplectic and complex struc-
ture induced on G by σ and H respectively. By Corollary 15 and discussion
right after that, the Chern-Ricci form ρ of J is completely determined by
the one-form ζ ∈ g∗ defined by (57). In the current sitation ζ is given by

(88) ζ(X) =

4∑
i=1

−ϕi(H[X, ei]) = −ϕ1(X)ϕ2(He4) + ϕ2(X)ϕ1(He4)

whence ζ = ϕ1. Therefore, by Corollary 15 and commuting relations of g it
follows that

(89) ρ = 0.

As a consequence, the Hermitian scalar survature s of J vanishes. Finally
we calculate the norm of the Nijenhuis tensor of J . Recalling that the only
non-zero commuting relation is [e1, e2] = e4, it follows readily that ad2

ei =
0 for all i = 1, . . . , 4. Moreover we already noticed that ξ = 0. Therefore,
Proposition 18 yields

(90) |N |2 =
1

4
.

Substituting in (11) then the scalar curvature of the homogeneous Rieman-
nian metric associated to J turns out to be scal = −1/2.

4.1.2. Symplectic two-step nilpotent Lie groups. The example pre-
sented above fits in the class of two-step nilpotent Lie group, and shares
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similar properties with any symplectic Lie group of that class. Examples
of this subsection have been previously investigated by Vezzoni in a more
general framework [25].

Let (G,ω) be a symplectic two-step nilpotent Lie group of dimension 2n.
By definition,G is non-abelian and one has [[X,Y ], Z] = 0 for allX,Y, Z ∈ g.
Any compatible almost complex structure J on (G,ω) is special. To see
this, note first of all that G is unimodular in that it is nilpotent. Moreover,
two-step nilpotency assumption implies that ad[X,Y ] = 0 for all X,Y ∈ g.
Therefore Corollary 15 yields ρ = 0, independently of the chosen compati-
ble complex structure H on g. Similarly, two-step nilpotency simplifies the
formula for the squared norm of the Nijenhuis tensor N of J given in Propo-
sition 18. In fact, both ad2

ei and adξ vanish, whence

(91) |N |2 =
1

8

2n∑
i,j=1

|[ei, ej ]|2,

being ei a symplectic basis of g such that ei+n = Hei. Therefore, none of the
left-invariant compatible almost complex structures on (G,ω) is integrable
and, in general, |N |2 turns out to depend effectively on H.

4.2. Co-adjoint orbits

Given a connected Lie group G, consider the co-adjoint action of G on g∗

defined by

(92) Ad∗g θ = θ ◦Ad−1g

for all θ ∈ g∗. Let M be a co-adjoint orbit, that is the orbit of an element θ
under this action. A key observation due to Kirillov, Kostant and Souriau
is that any co-adjoint orbit carries a canonical symplectic form making it
a homogeneous symplectic manifold. In order to fit into the picture of Sec-
tion 3, henceforth we assume that θ ∈ g∗ has isotropy group K ⊂ G which
contains no non-discrete normal subgroups of G. In particular, G is forced
to have discrete center. Thus the canonical symplectic form ω on the orbit
M = G/K is determined by the exact two-cocycle σ of g defined by

(93) σ(X,Y ) = θ([X,Y ]g).

Co-adjoint orbits are a class of symplectic manifolds deeply investigated by
many viewpoints ranging from quantum mechanics to representation theory
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[26]. Their importance in the context of homogeneous special compatible
almost complex structures stand on the remarkable fact that such struc-
tures having non-zero Hermitian scalar curvature may exist only on covering
spaces of co-adjoint orbits. More precisely we have the following

Theorem 24. Let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold admitting a homoge-
neous compatible almost complex structure satisfying ρ = λω for some λ 6= 0.
Then M is a covering space of a co-adjoint orbit and ω is the pull-back via
the covering map of the canonical symplectic form.

Proof. Let J be a compatible almost complex structure on (M,ω) as in
the statement. Keep notation of Section 3. By evaluating at x the equation
ρ = λω and substituting formula (58) yileds the identity

(94) ζ([X,Y ]g) = λσ(X,Y ).

Let θ = λ−1ζ ∈ g∗, and let K ′ ⊂ G be the stabilizer of θ under the co-adjoint
action of G. Note that K ⊂ K ′ for ζ is K-invariant. On the other hand,
K ′ must have the same dimension of K. If not, let Y ∈ k′ \ k be non-zero,
and write Y = Ym + Yk with Ym 6= 0, so that σ(X,Ym) = 0 for all X ∈ m,
contradicting the fact that σ is non-degenerate on m. The upshot is that
K ′/K is discrete, hence the obvious map from G/K to G/K ′ is a covering
map from M to the co-adjoint orbit of θ. Finally note that (94) means that
σ equals the (Chevallay-Eilenberg) differential of −θ, whence it is clear that
the considered covering map pulls-back the canonical symplectic form of
G/K ′ to ω. �

It would be of some interest understanding if a sort of converse of theo-
rem above holds true. More precisely, one may expect that a co-adjoint orbit
having the first Chern class equal to a non-zero multiple of the class of the
canonical symplectic form admits a homogeneous special compatible almost
complex structure. The remainder of this section is devoted to show that this
is the case under the additional assumptions that G is semi-simple and the
co-adjoint orbit has compact isotropy. This will be enough to produce ex-
amples of co-adjoint orbits equipped with homogeneous special compatible
almost complex structures with no restriction on the sign of the Hermitian
scalar curvature, including the case λ = 0.

From now on let (M,ω) be a co-adjoint orbit as introduced at the begin-
ning of this subsection, and assume that G is semi-simple and the isotropy
K is compact. Semi-simplicity means that the Killing-Cartan form of g, that
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is the G-invariant symmetric bilinear form B defined by

(95) B(X,Y ) = tr(adX adY ),

is non-degenerate. A consequence of our assumption is that associated to
θ there is a unique V ∈ g such that θ(X) = B(V,X). Therefore K is the
isotropy subgroup of V with respect to the adjoint representation of G, and
k turns out to be the centralizer of V inside g, that is the set of all X ∈ g
such that [V,X]g = 0.

Lemma 25. K is connected.

Proof. Compactness of K has two important consequences. First, one can
choose a maximal compact subgroup K ′ ⊂ G which contains K. Second, the
closure T ⊂ K of the one-parameter subgroup generated by V is a torus. On
the other hand, a consequence of Cartan decomposition is that G retracts
to K ′, whence K ′ is connected for G is. At this point note that K is equal
to the centralizer of the torus T inside the compact connected Lie group K ′.
Therefore we can deduce that K is connected by a well known result due to
Hopf [21]. �

Let m ⊂ g be a K-invariant complement of k, so that we have the usual
splitting g = k⊕m. Let 2n be the dimension of m. We will denote by σ both
the two-form defined by (93) and its restriction to m. We believe this will be
not source of confusion, in that one has σ(X,Y ) = 0 for al X ∈ k and Y ∈ g
thanks to the fact that K is the isotropy subgroup of θ.

By discussion above one has the identity σ(X,Y ) = B(V, [X,Y ]g), and
by G-invariance of the Killing-Cartan form B one can also represent the
symplectic form σ on m as

(96) σ(X,Y ) = B([V,X]m, Y ),

for all X,Y ∈ m. Note that adV restricts to an invertible endomorphism of
m, for m is K-invariant and k is the set of all elements of g which commute
with V . A direct consequence of formula (96) is that the restriction to m of
B stays non-degenerate.

Now let T ⊂ K be the torus generated by the center of k. Since adV is
invertible on m, there are no non-zero T -invariant elements in m. Therefore,
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m decomposes as

(97) m = m1 ⊕ · · · ⊕mn,

where mi is a two-dimensional T -invariant symplectic subspace of m, on
which B restricts to a definite symmetric bilinear form. Set εi = 1 if B is
positive on mi, and εi = −1 otherwise. Moreover, let ui, vi be an orthogonal
basis of mi normalized so that B(ui, ui) = B(vi, vi) = εi. Since adV is skew-
symmetric with respect to B, there exists a real λi 6= 0 such that

(98) [V, ui]g = λivi, [V, vi]g = −λiui.

Perhaps switching the role of ui and vi, one can assume that λi > 0. Now it
is immediate to check that εi/λi adV defines a compatible complex structure
on mi. Hence the upshot is that letting

(99) HX =

n∑
i=1

εi
λi

[V,Xi]g,

where X ∈ m and Xi is the component of X along mi, defines a com-
patible K-invariant complex structure on m. Moreover note that defining
ei = (1/

√
λi)ui, and ei+n = (εi/

√
λi)vi gives a symplectic basis of m such

that ei+n = Hei.
By Theorem 20 then H induces on M an almost-complex structure

J compatible with ω. Moreover, by Corollary 15, the Chern-Ricci form
ρ of J is determined by the linear one-form ζ ∈ g∗ defined by ζ(X) =
tr(adHX −H adX). Non-degereacy and G-invariance of the Killing-Cartan
form B readily imply that G is unimodular, hence tr(adHX) vanishes. More-
over, thanks to (99) and the basis introduced above one has

(100) ζ(X) = −
n∑
i=1

σ([X, ei]m, ei) + σ([X,Hei]m, Hei)

for all X ∈ g. Substituting (96) and recalling that B is G-invariant yields

(101) ζ(X) = −
n∑
i=1

B(X, [[V, ei]m, ei]g) +B(X, [[V,Hei]m, Hei]g),

whence, by the expression of ei, Hei in terms of ui, vi one finally gets

(102) ζ(X) = B(V ′, X),
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being V ′ = 2
∑n

i=1[ui, vi]g. Note that V ′ belongs to the center of k, since ζ
is K-invariant and B is G-invariant and non-degenerate.

At this point, note that in case V ′ = λV for some real λ, one has ζ =
λθ which in turn implies ρ = λω, so that J is a special compatible almost
complex structure on (M,ω). Conversely, if J satisfies ρ = λω, then semi-
semplicity of g yields V ′ = λV . To see this, note that evaluating at x the
condition ρ = λω yields ζ([X,Y ]g) = λσ(X,Y ) for all X,Y ∈ m, whence

(103) B(V ′ − λV, [X,Y ]g) = 0.

Now, semi-simplicity of g implies [g, g] = g, whence it follows readily that any
element belonging to the center of k is of the form [X,Y ]g with X,Y ∈ m. In
particular, (103) implies B(V ′ − λV, V ′ − λV ) = 0. Since K is compact and
g has trivial center, one can show that B is negative definite on k, whence
V ′ = λV , as claimed.

Finally we show that V, V ′ are linearly dependent whenever [ω], c1 ∈
H2
dR(M) are. To this end, let z be the center of k and consider the linear

map

(104) ϕ : z→ Ω2(M)

which transforms Z to the G-invariant two-form ϕ(Z) on M defined by
ϕ(Z)(X,Y )x = B(Z, [X,Y ]g) for all X,Y ∈ m. Note that by Jacobi identity,
B(Z, [X,Y ]g) defines a closed two form on g. Therefore ϕ(Z) is closed, and
one associates Z with a two-cohomology class on M .

Lemma 26. The linear map z→ H2
dR(M) induced by ϕ is injective.

Proof. Let π be the projection from G to M , and consider the induced
pull-back map P form H2

dR(M) to H2
dR(G). We will prove the statement by

showing that ϕ induces an isomorphism between z and the kernel of P . First
of all, note that P [ϕ(Z)] = 0 for all Z ∈ z. This follows from the fact that
P [ϕ(Z)] ∈ H2

dR(G) is represented by the left-invariant differential form on
G defined by β(Z)(X,Y )e = B(Z, [X,Y ]g) for all X,Y ∈ g, which is exact.

On the other hand, let γ be a closed two-form on M such that P [γ] = 0.
The pull-back π∗γ to G is equal to dλ for some one-form λ ∈ Ω1(G). Let
λ′ ∈ Ω1(M) be the restriction of λ to K. Note that pulling back via π a
differential form on M and restricting to K gives the zero form. Indeed this
is the same as restricting to {x}, which has dimension zero, and pulling
back via π to K. As a consequence, λ′ is closed, for dλ′ is equal to the
restriction to K of the pull-back π∗γ. Moreover, note that replacing λ with
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a cohomologous one-form on G has the effect to adding λ′ with a closed
one-form on K. Similarly, replacing γ with a cohomologous two-form on M
does not change the cohomology class of λ′. The upshot is that we defined
a map form kerP to H1

dR(K).
Since we assumed K to be compact and we shown by lemma 25 that K is

connected, by standard averaging argument and by the structure of compact
Lie groups it follows that taking the restriction to the identity element of
an invariant representative of a class c ∈ H1

dR(K) induces an isomorphism
form H1

dR(K) to z. At this point it is an easy exercise to show that such map
is a right-inverse for the map in the statement, which henceforth has to be
injective. �

Now come back to the problem of showing that V, V ′ are linearly depen-
dent if [ω], c1 are. First of all note that by means of the map ϕ introduced
above one has ρ = ϕ(V ′), and ω = ϕ(V ). Now suppose that 4πc1 = λ[ω] for
some real λ. Since ρ represents 4πc1, it follows that

(105) [ϕ(V ′ − λV )] = 0 ∈ H2
dR(M),

whence V ′ = λV by lemma 26. Summarizing we proved the following

Theorem 27. Let G be a connected semi-simple Lie group, and let M ⊂ g∗

be a co-adjoint orbit equipped with the canonical symplectic form ω. Assume
that the isotropy of M is compact and contains no non-discrete normal sub-
groups of G. If the first Chern class of (M,ω) satisfies 4πc1 = λ[ω] for some
λ ∈ R, then there exists a homogeneous special almost complex structure on
(M,ω).

4.2.1. The twistor space of the real hyperbolic 2n-space. As is
well known, the hyperbolic space H2n can be realized as the homogeneous
Riemannian space SO(2n, 1)/SO(2n). More specifically, one considers on
R2n+1 the quadratic form

(106) q(v) = v21 + · · ·+ v22n − v22n+1,

so that SO(2n, 1) ⊂ GL(2n+ 1,R) is the identity component of the group
constituted by all transformations that preserve q. Moreover, SO(2n) ⊂
SO(2n, 1) is the isotropy subgroup of the point (0, . . . , 0, 1) ∈ R2n+1. The
Lie algebra g of SO(2n, 1) turns out to be the subalgebra of gl(2n+ 1,R)
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constituted by matrices of the form

(107) X =

(
A u
ut 0

)
where u ∈ R2n and A ∈ o(2n). Thanks to the general theory of homogeneous
Riemannian manifolds, considering the resulting (Cartan) decomposition
g = R2n ⊕ o(2n) and choosing the standard scalar product on R2n defines a
homogeneous Riemannian metric on H2n which turns out to have constant
sectional curvature equal to −1.

After noting that the standard orientation of R2n induces an orienta-
tion on H2n, consider the twistor space of H2n, that is the space of all
orthogonal orientation-preserving complex structures on TxH

2n as x varies
in H2n. Since the isotropy action of SO(2n) on TxH

2n is the standard one,
SO(2n, 1) turns out to act transitively on the twistor space of H2n with
isotropy U(n). Therefore the twistor space of H2n is the homogeneous space
SO(2n, 1)/U(n). We will recall below that this space can be realized as a
(co)adjoint orbit of SO(2n, 1). As a consequence, it fits in the general the-
ory developed above, and we will show that it admits a compatible almost
complex structure whose Chern-Ricci form satisfies ρ = (2n− 4)ω.

To see this, start by considering Y ∈ g which depends on v ∈ R2n and
B ∈ o(2n), similarly to X as in (107). By direct calculation one can check
that the Killing-Cartan form of g is given by (4n− 2)B, being

(108) B(X,Y ) = 〈u, v〉+
1

2
tr(AB).

The reason for working with the resclared Killing-Cartan form B is to avoid-
ing some unpleasant normalizing factors. Since B is non-degenerate, one
deduces by Cartan criterion that g is semi-simple. Now let θ ∈ g∗ be the
one-form defined by

(109) θ(X) = B(V,X),

where V is the element of g defined by

(110) V =

(
J0 0
0 0

)
,

and J0 ∈ o(2n) is the matrix representing the standard complex structure of
R2n. The isotropy subgroupK ⊂ G of θ coincides with the isotropy subgroup
of V and it is isomorphic to the unitary group U(n). In particular the Lie
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subalgebra k ⊂ g is constituted by all X ∈ g such that [V,X] = 0. More con-
cretely, X as in (107) belongs to k if and only if u = 0 and A ∈ o(2n) satisfies
[A, J0] = 0. Therefore, a K-invariant complement m ⊂ g of k is constituted
by all X of the form as in (107) with A ∈ o(2n) satisfying [A, J0] = 2AJ0.

By general theory, the co-adjoint orbit of θ is then the coset space M =
SO(2n, 1)/U(n) and by discussion above it coincides with the twistor space
of H2n. The dimension of M is n(n+ 1), and the canonical symplectic form
ω on M is determined by the linear two-form σ on g defined by

(111) σ(X,Y ) = 〈J0u, v〉+ tr(J0AB).

The remainder of this section is devoted to show that (M,ω) admits a special
compatible almost complex structure J . To this end, consider the splitting

(112) m = m+ ⊕m−

where, referring to (107), m+ is the set of X ∈ m having A = 0, and m− is
the set of X ∈ m such that u = 0. Hence, it follows directly by (108) that
B restricts to a positive definite scalar product on m+ and to a negative
definite scalar product on m−. Since B is G-invariant, in particular the
one-dimensional torus T ⊂ K generated by V preserves the splitting (112).
Moreover, a B-orthonormal basis of m+ is given by

(113) Ei =

(
0 ei
eti 0

)
,

where e1, . . . , e2n is the standard basis of R2n, and i runs from 1 to 2n.
Whereas, a B-orthogonal basis of m− is given by

Pij =
1√
2

([Ei, Ej ]− [Ei+n, Ej+n]) ,

Qij =
1√
2

([Ei, Ej+n] + [Ei+n, Ej ])
(114)

for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Note that the factor 1/
√

2 is placed there in order to
making B(Pij , Pij) and B(Qij , Qij) both equal to −1. The action of adV
on m can be conveniently described in the bases just introduced. In fact, it
is easy to check that [V,Ei] = Ei+n for all i ≤ n, and [V, Pij ] = 2Qij for all
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. The upshot is that letting ui = Ei, vi = Ei+n, and uij = Pij ,
vij = Qij places us in the general situation discussed above (apart from
the unimportant fact that some basis elements are indexed by two indices
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instead of one) with λi = 1 and λij = 2. Therefore the compatible complex
structure J we are looking for on M is determined by the linear complex
structure H on m defined by HX = [V,X+]− 1

2 [V,X−], where X+ and X−

are the component of X according to the splitting (112). Referring again to
(107), then H is given by

(115) HX =

(
−1

2 [J0, A] J0u
(J0u)t 0

)
.

At this point, showing that J is special is an easy calculation. Indeed,
by general theory we know that ρ = λω if and only if ζ = λθ, where ζ ∈ g∗

is the one-form defined by ζ(X) = B(V ′, X), being V ′ ∈ k given by

(116) V ′ =

n∑
i=1

2[Ei, Ei+n] +
∑

1≤i<j≤n
2[Pij , Qij ].

By elementary calculations one finds V ′ = (2n− 4)V whence it follows that
J satisfies

(117) ρ = (2n− 4)ω.

As a consequence the Hermitian scalar curvature of J is given by s = n(n+
1)(n− 2), and that the first Chern class of (M,ω) satisfies 2πc1 = (n− 2)[ω].
In particular, (M,ω) turns out to be symplectic Calabi-Yau when n = 2 and
symplectic Fano for all n > 2.

Finally, we calculate the squared norm of the Nijenhuis tensor of J .
To this end, note that by observation after formula (99) it follows that a
symplectic and orthonormal basis of m is given by Ei,

1√
2
Pij , Ei+n,− 1√

2
Qij .

In view of applying Proposition 18, note that the commutators of basis
elements having non-zero component along m are the following

[Ei, Ej ]m = −[Ei+n, Ej+n]m =
1√
2
Pij ,

[Ei, Ej+n]m = [Ei+n, Ej ]m =
1√
2
Qij ,

[Pij , Ej ] = [Qij , Ej+n] =
1√
2
Ei,

[Pij , Ei] = [Qij , Ei+n] = − 1√
2
Ej ,

(118)
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[Pij , Ej+n] = −[Qij , Ej ] = − 1√
2
Ei+n,

[Pij , Ei+n] = −[Qij , Ei] =
1√
2
Ej+n,

where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Moreover note that the second summand of the formula
for |N |2 can be expressed in term of the Killing-Cartan form (4n− 2)B, and
finally that the third summand of the same formula is given by s/2 since G
is unimodular. Putting all together then Proposition 18 yields

(119) |N |2 = 3n(n− 1).

4.2.2. Griffiths period domains of weight two. The twistor space of
the hyperbolic space H2n described in the previous section is an example
of symplectic manifold (M,ω) that carry a special compatible almost com-
plex structure J . In particular, the first Chern class of such space satisfies
2πc1 = (n− 2)[ω]. Therefore (M,ω) is of general type only in case n = 1,
when M is the hyperbolic plane and ω is the Kähler form of the hyperbolic
metric. In order to produce examples of symplectic manifolds admitting a
non-integrable special compatible almost complex structure with negative
Hermitian curvature here we consider a slight generalization of the situ-
ation considered above. The resulting symplectic manifold (M,ω) will be
a homogeneous fiber bundle on the irreducible non-positively curved sym-
metric space SO(2p, q)/(SO(2p)× SO(q)), being the latter the space of 2p-
dimensional positive subspaces of a (2p+ q)-dimensional vector space en-
dowed with a quadratic form of signature (2p, q). It is worth to note that M
turns out to admit a complex structure, which makes it a Griffiths period
domain of weight two [14, Section 8].

Given integers p, q > 0, consider the Lie group SO(2p, q) constituted
of all endomorphisms of R2p+q that preserves a scalar product of signature
(2p, q) and are path connected to the identity. The Lie algebra g of SO(2p, q)
turns out to be the subalgebra of gl(2p+ q,R) constituted by matrices of
the form

(120) X =

(
A2p u
ut Aq

)
where now u is a matrix belonging to R2p×q, A2p ∈ o(2p), and Aq ∈ o(q).

Similar to X above, consider Y ∈ g depending on v ∈ R2p×q, B2p ∈
o(2p), and Bq ∈ o(q). The Killing-Cartan form of g turns out to be (4p+
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2q − 4)B, where B is the symmetric bilinear form defined by

(121) B(X,Y ) = 〈u, v〉+
1

2
tr(A2pB2p) +

1

2
tr(AqBq).

As above, we work with the resclared Killing-Cartan form B in order to
get simpler formulae. Even in this more general case, B is non-degenerate,
whence one deduces by Cartan criterion that g is semi-simple.

Let θ ∈ g∗ be the one-form defined by θ(X) = B(V,X), where V ∈ g is
defined by

(122) V =

(
J0 0
0 0

)
,

and J0 ∈ o(2p) is the matrix representing the standard complex structure
of R2p. The isotropy subgroup K ⊂ G of θ is the isotropy subgroup of V
and it is isomorphic to the direct product SO(q)× U(p). The Lie subalgebra
k ⊂ g is constituted by all X ∈ g such that [V,X] = 0, that is, all X as in
(120) such that u = 0, and A2p ∈ o(2p) satisfies [A2p, J0] = 0. Hence, a K-
invariant complement m ⊂ g of k is constituted by all X with Aq = 0, and
A+ 2p ∈ o(2p) satisfying [A2p, J0] = 2A2pJ0.

The upshot is that the co-adjoint orbit of θ is the coset space M =
SO(2p, q)/(U(p)× SO(2q)), the dimension of M is p(p+ 2q − 1), and the
canonical symplectic form ω on M is determined by the linear two-form σ
on g defined by

(123) σ(X,Y ) = 〈J0u, v〉+ tr(J0A2pB2p).

Similarly to the situation discussed in the previous section, in order to de-
scribe a special compatible almost complex structure J on (M,ω), is is worth
to consider the splitting

(124) m = m+ ⊕m−,

so that B is positive on m+ and negative in m−. More concretely, m+ turns
out to be the set of X ∈ g with A2p = 0, Aq = 0, and m− the set of X ∈ g
such that u = 0, Aq = 0, A2pJ0 + J0A2p = 0.

Arguing as in previous subsection with obvious adaptations yields a
complex structure H on m defined by HX = [V,X+]− 1

2 [V,X−], being X+

and X− the components of X according to the splitting (124). Writing X
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as in (120), then H is given by

(125) HX =

(
−1

2 [J0, A2p] J0u
(J0u)t 0

)
.

The compatible almost complex structure J induced by H on M is special.
This follows by arguments along the lines of subsection above. The upshot
is that the Chern-Ricci form ρ of J satisfies

(126) ρ = (2p− 2q − 2)ω.

As a consequence the Hermitian scalar curvature of J is given by s = p(p+
2q − 1)(p− q − 1), and the first Chern class of (M,ω) satisfies

(127) 2πc1 = (p− q − 1)[ω].

Finally, one calculates that

(128) |N |2 = 3pq(p− 1).

We note that M can be thought of as the twistor space of a tangent
sub-bundle E of the non-compact symmetric space SO(2p, q)/(SO(2p)×
SO(q)). More specifically, E is the bundle associated to the representation
of SO(2p)× SO(q) on R2p where the factor SO(2p) acts in the standard
way and the factor SO(q) acts trivially.

As we have already mentioned above, M admits a homogeneous complex
structure J̃ . In our notation, such complex structure is induced by the linear
complex structure H̃ on m defined by

(129) H̃X =

(
1
2 [J0, A2p] J0u

(J0u)t 0

)
.

It can be readily checked that J̃ is integrable by direct calculation of its
Nijenhuis tensor. Moreover, J̃ turns out to be symplectic with respect to ω,
and the resulting metric on M is pseudo-Kähler with segnature (2pq, p2 − p).

4.3. Quotients

Let (G,ω) be a symplectic Lie group, and let J be a left-invariant compatible
almost complex structure on G. Given a discrete torsion-free subgroup Γ of
G, both ω and J descend to the quotient Γ\G. More generally, if (M,ω) is a
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symplectic homogeneous manifold of the form M = G/K with K compact,
and J is a homogeneous compatible almost complex structure on (M,ω),
then any discrete torsion-free subgroup Γ of G gives rise to a quotient man-
ifold M ′ = Γ\M , and both ω and J descend to a symplectic form ω′ and
a compatible almost complex structure J ′ on M ′. Since M covers M ′, the
local properties of J and J ′ are identical. In particular, are constant the
Hermitian scalar curvature and the norm of the Nijenhuis tensor of J ′, and
both coincide with the ones of J . Moreover, J ′ is special if and only if J is.

Thanks to this elementary remark, one can produce several compact
non-Kähler symplectic manifolds equipped with special compatible almost
complex structures.

4.3.1. The Kodaira-Thurston manifold and two-step nilmanifolds.
As in subsection 4.1.1, consider G = R4 endowed with the product defined
by

(130) x · y = x+ y + x1y2e4

for all x, y ∈ R4. The points with integral coordinates of G form a lattice Γ,
and the quotient M = Γ\G is the Kodaira-Thurston manifold [24]. By dis-
cussion above, the left-invariant symplectic and complex structures induced
on G by σ and H defined as in Subsection 4.1.1 descend to a symplectic
structure ω and a compatible almost complex structure J on M satisfying
ρ = 0 and |N |2 = 1/4.

More generally, let G be a nilpotent two-step Lie group, and assume that
G admits a left-invariant symplectic structure. As shown in Subsection 4.1.2,
any left-invariant compatible almost complex structure has vanishing Chern-
Ricci form. As a consequence, on a symplectic two-step nilmanifold, i.e. the
quotient M = Γ\G of a symplectic two-step Lie group G by a lattice Γ,
any homogeneous compatible almost complex structure is Chern-Ricci flat,
accordingly to a previous result of Vezzoni [25, Theorem 1].

All examples discussed in this subsection admit no compatible integrable
almost complex structures for they violate the hard Lefschetz condition, as
proved by Benson and Gordon [3, Theorem A].

4.3.2. Twistor spaces of hyperbolic manifolds and quotients of pe-
riod domains of weight two. A hyperbolic 2n-fold is a complete Rie-
mannian 2n-fold of constant sectional curvature −1. Since its universal cover
is the hyperbolic space H2n, any hyperbolic 2n-fold is of the form Γ\H2n

where Γ ⊂ SO(2n, 1) is a torsion-free discrete subgroup. As a consequence,
the twistor space of Γ\H2n is the quotient Γ\M where M = SO(2n, 1)/U(n)
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is the twistor space of H2n. We shown in Section 4.2.1 that M admits a ho-
mogeneous symplectic form ω and a compatible almost complex structure
J satisfying ρ = (2n− 4)ω. Therefore, ω and J descend to the twistor space
of Γ\H2n and satisfy the same equation on the Chern-Ricci form. This gives
plenty of symplectic Calabi-Yau six-folds (when n = 2) and symplectic Fano
n(n+ 1)-folds (when n > 2), including compact examples, which admits spe-
cial compatible almost complex structures. Clearly the fundamental group
of any such manifold is isomorphic to Γ.

In order to get general type examples one can start with the symplec-
tic manifold M = SO(2p, q)/(U(p)× SO(q)) considered in Subsection 4.2.2
and choose a torsion-free discrete subgroup Γ ⊂ SO(2p, q). By a classical
result of Borel, such a Γ exists even with the additional feature of being co-
compact, i.e. giving a compact quotient Γ\M [5]. Therefore the symplectic
structure ω and the compatible almost complex structure J on M satis-
fying ρ = (2p− 2q − 2)ω descend to Γ\M , giving a (compact) symplectic
manifold of dimension p(p+ 2q − 1), satisfying 2πc1 = (p− q − 1)[ω], and
admitting a special compatible almost complex structure. Note that taking
p ≤ q yields compact general type symplectic manifolds.

Finally we highlight that all compact examples discussed in this sub-
section are not of the homotopy type of a compact Kähler manifold when-
ever SO(2n, 1)/SO(2n) and SO(2p, q)/(SO(2p)× SO(q)) are not Hermitian
symmetric, that is when n, p > 1 and q 6= 2. This has been shown by Carl-
son and Toledo by means of harmonic mapping theory [6, Theorems 8.1 and
8.2]. Therefore, the resulting compact symplectic manifolds Γ\M admit no
compatible integrable almost complex structures. On the other hand, we
recalled at the end of Subsection 4.2.2 that M admits a homogeneous com-
plex structure J̃ which is symplectic with respect to ω, and gives rise to a
homogeneous pseudo-Kähler metric of signature (2pq, p2 − p) on M . Clearly
such a structure descends to the quotient Γ\M .
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